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NEW QUESTION: 1
ompany is storing application data in Amazon S3 buckets across
multiple AWS regions. Company policy requires that encryption
keys be generated at the company headquarters, but the
encryption keys may be stored in AWS after generation. The
Solutions Architect plans to configure cross-region
replication.
Which solution will encrypt the data whole requiring the LEAST
amount of operational overhead?
A. Configure S3 buckets to encrypt using AES-256
B. Configure S3 buckets to use Server-Side Encryption with AWS
KMS-Managed Keys (SSE-KMS) with imported key material in both
regions
C. Configure S3 object encryption using AWS CLI with
Server-Side Encryption with AWS KMS-Managed Keys (SSE-KMS)
D. Configure the applications to write to an S3 bucket using
client-side encryption
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/replication-con
fig-for-kms-objects.html#replication-kms-ext

NEW QUESTION: 2
Paul wants to log in to Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.
Identify the first server to which his request would go.
A. Administration Server
B. Web Server
C. Concurrent Processing Server
D. Reports Server
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: D
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